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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE!
RUSSIAN DUO SELECTED TO PERFORM IN SHOWCASE AT CHAMBER MUSIC AMERICA’S NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Russian Duo, based in Cleveland, Ohio, will be one of 20 ensembles to showcase
at the Chamber Music America National Conference in mid-January in New York City.
Russian Duo is an international project, born out of a love of traditional music and
classical elegance. Oleg Kruglyakov is a balalaika virtuoso from Siberia and Terry Boyarsky is
an American concert pianist with Russian heritage. Together they have joined forces to create vibrant, magical concerts. Their program combines the diverse flavors of traditional Russian
music, lilting voices, chamber music classics and unique transcriptions of favorites from around
the world. Since the inception of Russian Duo, in 2007, Oleg and Terry have performed from
Canada to Florida, and from Massachusetts to Minnesota. They are with the Ohio Arts Council
“Artists on Tour” program and on the roster of Young Audiences of Northeast Ohio. Their first
recording was released in 2009.
Chamber Music America’s mission is to develop and strengthen an evolving chamber music community. Their vision is that chamber music will become a vital and recognized
presence in contemporary American culture. CMA values a passion for chamber music in all of
its manifestations, is committed to a diverse membership, embraces performers and audiences
at every level of experience, knowledge, and ability. CMA supports chamber music professionals and encourages excellence, collaboration, and chamber music's potential to exemplify democracy, tolerance, and humanity. This year’s conference focuses on “innovation, heritage,
synergy and change.” CMA's 33rd National Conference celebrates the dialogue between
chamber music's seasoned professionals and the newest generation--bringing fresh perspectives to our community while sustaining our greatest traditions.
About Russian Duo, Hartford Advocate writes, "explosive talent . . . see these
dazzling musicians in action." ". . . the musicality and virtuosity displayed will appeal to a broad
spectrum of music lovers." (Cleveland Classical)
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